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Summary
The March 11, 2011 Tohoku earthquake together with 2004 Sumatra-
Andaman and 2010 Maule are the three largest earthquakes recorded 
during the last decade. Such extraordinary events generate clear 
signals with a broad frequency content that is strong enough for both 
detailed structural studies associated with the eigenfrequencies of the 
Earth and source studies based on modal amplitude analysis (Park et 
al., 2005, Okal and Stein, 2009). Because of the complexity of the 
source region of such events their Mw magnitude estimates are subject 
to substantial uncertainty. 
The aim of this study is to test several published fast source solutions 
of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake in the low-frequency range up to 1.7 
mHz using data from a superconducting gravimeter at the Geodetic 
Observatory Pecný (GOPE) (49.9° N, 14.8° E) in the epicentral distance 
of 81°.

Data from SG and BB
The superconducting gravimeter (SG) OSG-050 with the sampling 
frequency of 1 Hz was installed at the GOPE station in February 2007. 
The new instrumentation allows to study a number of geodynamic 
phenomena towards both the higher frequencies (i.e., free oscillations 
of the Earth, long-period seismic waves) and the lower frequencies 
(e.g., environmental effects, long-period tides). In May 2009 the 
broadband seismometer (BB) CMG-3TD was installed in a new steel-
cased, 60 m deep borehole in immediate vicinity to the gravimeter. We 
have used this collocation of two modern instruments to calculate and 
compare amplitude spectra of the records from both instruments. Data 
from the SG were corrected for tides and pressure variations. The mean 
value and linear trend have been removed to eliminate the instrumental 
drift. The mass channel of the BB, that directly yields vertical 
acceleration of the instrument, was used, and the same detrend 
procedure was applied.

Synthetic calculations
When spherical harmonic analysis is employed, the equations describing the free oscillations can be 
written as a system of boundary-value problems for second-order ordinary differential equations. The 
standard methodology developed for these eigenvalue problems is based on numerical integration of a 
characteristic equation. The solution of this equation can be numerically problematic, especially when 
close frequencies need to be separated and/or the skin effect of the eigenfunctions is significant. Our 
research team has been developing a novel numerical approach, where high-accuracy pseudospectral 
schemes (Fornberg, 1996) are applied to discretize the equations in radial direction. In such a way, a 
matrix eigenvalue problem is obtained; see Zábranová et al. (2009), where the numerical method is 
described in detail. Using numerical libraries for matrix spectral analysis, the eigenfunctions and 
eigenfrequencies of the fundamental modes are obtained simultaneously. Our calculations of the 
eigenproblem were performed for the 1-D PREM parameters (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) 
evaluated at the fixed frequency of 1.25 mHz. We also evaluated first-order frequency perturbations 
of individual modes using Rayleigh’s principle and considering a complex perturbation of the isotropic 
elastic parameters (e.g., Dahlen and Tromp, 1998) to obtain the results for the frequency-dependent 
PREM model. The source, the mode attenuations and multiplet splitting due to the Coriolis and 
centrifugal forces and hydrostatic ellipticity have been incorporated into our calculations by means of 
the formulas of Dahlen and Tromp (1998).

Fig. 1. Vertical acceleration amplitude spectra of the superconducting gravimeter (red line) and the broadband seismometer (blue line) after the March 11, 2011, Tohoku earthquake. The 
Fourier transform was applied to 68- (left) and 137-hour time series (right) and the spectrum was averaged over the time window. Hann filter was applied before the Fourier transform. A 
substantial increase of the BB noise is clearly visible, if the longer time series is employed for spectral analysis. To avoid the problems with the noise at the studied frequency range, we will 
compare synthetic calculations with the SG signal only, and the data from the BB are shown just to demonstrate a very good mutual agreement of spectral peaks measured by both 
instruments. The situation at the GOPE station is a good example of the fact that present low-frequency seismology needs supplementary instruments to broadband seismometers.

Fig. 2. The relative agreement between normal-mode 
frequencies obtained by MINEOS  and  our matrix-
eigenvalue code calculated for the fiducial 1.25 mHz 
PREM model and corrected for the mode frequency.
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Conclusions
Employing the data from the superconducting gravimeter installed at the GOPE station, we 
have demonstrated that, in general, the studied 2011 Tohoku earthquake source models 
obtained from surface waves generate synthetic signals that are in a good agreement with 
the observed data. Whereas analysis of longest-period normal-mode data of the 2004 
Sumatra-Andaman earthquake resulted in an increase of the early Mw values (Okal and 
Stein, 2009), now the Mw estimates seem to be satisfactory. In this aspect, the 2011 Tohoku 
earthquake is similar to the 2010 Maule earthquake. No source model can be preferred for all 
modes but the total power of the studied modes is best fit by the point-source models PS1 
and PS3. The 2011 Tohoku earthquake generated  the strong 3S1 mode.

Fig. 4. Vertical acceleration amplitude spectra of fundamental modes after the March 11, 2011, Tohoku earthquake calculated for 
the point sources PS1, PS2, PS3 and finite sources FS1 and FS2 and compared to the observed SG signal. The symbols FD and MS 
denote the unperturbed eigenfrequencies of the spherical PREM model calculated by means of our finite-difference matrix-
eigenvalue approach and by MINEOS, respectively. The Hann filter and the Fourier transform were applied to 137-hour time 
series.

Fig. 3. Vertical acceleration amplitude spectra after the March 11, 2011, Tohoku earthquake. Red lines - superconducting gravimeter 
data observed at the GOPE station, green lines – synthetic calculations for the three point-source solutions PS1-PS3 and two finite 
source solutions FS1 and FS2. The Hann filter and the Fourier transform were applied to 137-hour time series. The PS2 source 
models yields the strongest synthetic signal although the moment magnitude Mw of all the source models except PS3 are higher. 
The reason is that its slip of 68° is rather anomalous in comparison with the other models.
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Fig. 5. Vertical acceleration amplitude spectrum of the triplet 3S1-2S2-1S3 after the March 11, 2011, Tohoku earthquake 
calculated for sources PS1, PS2, PS3 and FS1 and compared to the observed SG signal. The synthetic spectrum of the mode 2S2 
is two orders of magnitude smaller and, therefore, not shown here. The 3S1 mode clearly produces the strongest signal of the 
triplet. The small peak at 0.935 mHz is due to the 1S3 mode splitting. The Hann filter and the Fourier transform were applied to 
137-hour time series.

Source models
● source model PS1: Global CMT Project Moment Tensor Solution 
Strike=203, Dip=10, Slip=88, Mo= 5.31*1022 Nm, depth 20 km
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2011/usc0001xgp/neic_c0001xgp_gcmt.php
● source model PS2: USGS Centroid Moment Solution
Strike=187, Dip=14, Slip=68, Mo=4.5*1022 Nm, depth 10 km
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2011/usc0001xgp/neic_c0001xgp_cmt.php
● source model PS3: USGS WPhase Moment Solution
Strike=193, Dip=14, Slip=81, Mo=3.9*1022 Nm, depth 24 km
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2011/usc0001xgp/neic_c0001xgp_wmt.php

Observed and calculated amplitude spectra

● source model FS1: 
252 subsources
Strike=201, 
Dip=9, 
Mo=5.39*1022 Nm

● source model FS2:
37050 subsources

 Strike=198, 
 Dip=10, 
 Mo=5.75*1022 Nm

http://www.tectonics.caltech.edu/slip_history/2011_tohoku-oki-tele/
http://www.geol.ucsb.edu/faculty/ji/big_earthquakes/2011/03/0311_v3/Honshu.html
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